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Preface

Intended Audience
Welcome to Release 5.2 of the Oracle Supplier Network  Buyer's Guide to Connecting Oracle 
E-Business Suite.

This guide is intended for Information Technology personnel and functional 
administrators who are responsible for the administration and maintenance of Oracle 
R12 Applications, which includes the Oracle XML Gateway.

About this Guide
This guide provides the implementation steps for connecting your Oracle R12 
Applications to the Oracle Supplier Network for exchanging electronic messages with 
your suppliers. 

Prerequisites
This guide assumes you have a working knowledge of: 

• The Oracle R12 Applications graphical user interface. To learn more about the 
Oracle Applications graphical user interface, see the Oracle Applications User's Guide.

• Oracle Supplier Network. To learn more about the Oracle Supplier Network, read 
the Oracle Supplier Network User Guide located on the Oracle Supplier Network Web 
site at http://osn.oracle.com.

See Related Information Sources on page viii for more Oracle E-Business Suite product 
information. 

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
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Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc. 

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For 
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired. 

Structure
1  Outbound XML Messaging
2  Inbound XML Messaging

Related Information Sources
This guide references a number of documents that you may want to have available:

• Oracle Applications Release R12 Implementation Manual

• Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide 

• Oracle Manufacturing APIs and Open Interfaces Manual

• Oracle Payables User's Guide

• Oracle Purchasing User's Guide 

• Oracle Supplier Network XML Solutions Guide

• Oracle Transport Agent - Installation document 

• Oracle XML Gateway User's Guide

• Oracle Purchasing eTechnical Reference Manual, Release R12, available on 
OracleMetaLink, accessible at http://www.oracle.com/support/ . 

• For additional reference, go to the Open Applications Group (OAGI) Web site: 
http://www.openapplications.org .

Software Requirements
Whether you are implementing purchase orders, change orders, acknowledgements, 
advance ship notices (ASNs), or invoices, the following prerequisites apply: 

• Oracle XML Gateway is installed and operational on an Oracle Applications R12 
instance.
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• Oracle Transport Agent (OTA) is installed and operational on an Oracle 
Applications R12 instance. 

Do Not Use Database Tools to Modify Oracle E-Business Suite Data
Oracle STRONGLY RECOMMENDS that you never use SQL*Plus, Oracle Data 
Browser, database triggers, or any other tool to modify Oracle E-Business Suite data 
unless otherwise instructed. 

Oracle provides powerful tools you can use to create, store, change, retrieve, and 
maintain information in an Oracle database. But if you use Oracle tools such as 
SQL*Plus to modify Oracle E-Business Suite data, you risk destroying the integrity of 
your data and you lose the ability to audit changes to your data. 

Because Oracle E-Business Suite tables are interrelated, any change you make using an 
Oracle E-Business Suite form can update many tables at once. But when you modify 
Oracle E-Business Suite data using anything other than Oracle E-Business Suite, you 
may change a row in one table without making corresponding changes in related tables.
If your tables get out of synchronization with each other, you risk retrieving erroneous 
information and you risk unpredictable results throughout Oracle E-Business Suite. 

When you use Oracle E-Business Suite to modify your data, Oracle E-Business Suite 
automatically checks that your changes are valid. Oracle E-Business Suite also keeps 
track of who changes information. If you enter information into database tables using 
database tools, you may store invalid information. You also lose the ability to track who
has changed your information because SQL*Plus and other database tools do not keep a
record of changes. 
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1
Outbound XML Messaging

About Outbound XML Messaging 
This section describes the process of sending XML documents from the buyer's Oracle 
Applications system to the supplier's system through the Oracle Supplier Network.

The major components are: 

• The buyer's Oracle Purchasing R12 system, which includes Oracle XML Gateway 
and Oracle XML Transport Agent (OTA). In these components, the Process PO 
(purchase order) and Change PO transactions are recorded, and a corresponding 
XML document is generated and transmitted to the Oracle Supplier Network.

• Oracle Supplier Network, the hub that receives the XML documents from the 
buyer's system, performs appropriate data transformations, and sends the XML 
documents to supplier's system.

• The supplier, who receives the XML documents from Oracle Supplier Network and 
records the documents in the supplier's system.

• Oracle Supplier Network, in which you set transaction delivery preferences and test
transaction delivery with your suppliers and exchange production documents with 
your suppliers.

Note: This guide assumes that you have an approved trading partner 
account on Oracle Supplier Network. You cannot send or receive any 
transactions from the Oracle Supplier Network without an approved 
trading partner account.

Process Overview
As each applies to outbound XML messaging, the following Process Overview 
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describes:

• Oracle Purchasing Activities

• Oracle XML Gateway

• XML Document Routing 

• Oracle Transport Agent 

Following the Process Overview are the implementation steps for outbound XML 
messaging with Oracle Supplier Network.

Oracle Purchasing Activities
When a buyer creates an approved purchase order (PO) in Oracle Purchasing, the 
system records a new purchase order document. In addition, when a buyer makes 
changes to an existing purchase order, the recorded change is a revision to the purchase
order document. The system generates XML documents from the data in these purchase
order documents. The documents created in Oracle Purchasing and supported by the 
Oracle Supplier Network are:

• Standard PO 

• Change Standard PO 

• Release against a Blanket PO 

• Change Release against a Blanket PO 

Oracle XML Gateway
Oracle XML Gateway is the product that generates an XML document based on:

• Purchase order (PO) document data in Oracle Applications.

• Document type definitions (DTDs) stored in Oracle Applications.

• Setup in Oracle XML Gateway including optional data mapping.

Oracle XML Gateway receives the PO ID from the Advanced Queue (AQ) and generates
a corresponding XML document. Additionally, Oracle XML Gateway provides optional 
data mapping that enables the buyer to convert certain data in the XML document 
before transmitting it to the supplier.

The following table shows the types of XML documents generated for each type of 
purchase order (PO) event: 
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XML Documents for Each Purchasing Event

Oracle Purchasing Event XML Document Generated 

Standard PO Process_PO_007 

Change to a Standard PO Change_PO_006

Release against a Blanket PO Process_PO_007 

Change to a Release against a Blanket PO Change_PO_006

Cancel a Release or Standard PO Change_PO_006

XML Document Routing
A set of message attributes is transmitted with the business (purchase order) XML 
document. Collectively, these attributes are the XML Gateway envelope. The 
information in the XML Gateway envelope is automatically generated for each XML 
document using the setup in Oracle XML Gateway. Values entered in the Trading 
Partner Setup window, such as the Source Trading Partner Location Code, are sent as 
part of the envelope. 

The envelope information allows proper routing and transmission of the XML 
document. This information is important for the Oracle Supplier Network to identify 
and authenticate the sender of the XML document, as well as to determine the 
appropriate final destination (that is, the supplier). Understanding this information may
be useful for troubleshooting purposes, or it may be useful to the supplier in receiving 
the XML document. For more information about the XML Gateway envelope, refer to 
the Oracle XML Gateway User's Guide and Oracle Supplier Network XML Solutions 
Guide. Oracle XML Gateway passes the generated XML document to an Advance 
Queue (AQ), after which Oracle Transport Agent obtains the XML document and 
delivers it to the Oracle Supplier Network.

Oracle Transport Agent--Buyer's System
Oracle Transport Agent (OTA) offers a message transport layer between two systems. 
The key benefit is a guaranteed, one-time delivery of the message over HTTPS, when 
both systems are using Oracle Transport Agent. The transport layer (OTA) in the 
buyer's Oracle Applications system obtains the XML document from the Advance 
Queue mentioned in the previous step (from Oracle XML Gateway). When Oracle 
Transport Agent in the buyer's system communicates with the transport layer (OTA) on
the Oracle Supplier Network, the XML document is sent to Oracle Supplier Network 
over the Internet. For secure transmission, the use of HTTPS is required when sending 
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documents to the Oracle Supplier Network.

The Oracle Supplier Network then determines the appropriate delivery method that the
supplier has chosen and delivers the message. The supplier is responsible for the 
necessary setups in its system to enable receiving of XML documents from Oracle 
Supplier Network. The supplier should refer to the Oracle Supplier Network XML 
Solutions Guide, available on the Oracle Supplier Network for more information.

Implementation Steps
The following sections describe in detail the setup steps required in Oracle Supplier 
Network, Oracle XML Gateway, and the supplier's system to enable the Oracle 
Purchasing XML documents to be transmitted from the buyer to the supplier.

• Set Up Oracle Supplier Network

• Set Up Oracle XML Gateway

• Set Up Hub

• Set Up Trading Partner Setup

• Test and Production Transaction Processing

Set Up Oracle Supplier Network
The buyer must set up the outbound messages in Oracle Supplier Network for 
messages that the buyer would like to support. The buyer sets up the outbound 
messages on the Transaction Management page in the Oracle Supplier Network. The 
buyer can add the Oracle Applications Group (OAG) Purchase Order and OAG Change
Order. When adding these transactions, the buyer chooses the appropriate delivery 
method (Oracle Transport Agent) and the direction (Send). The direction can be Send, 
Receive, or Send and Receive. For more information, see the Oracle Supplier Network 
User Guide, located on the Resources tab of Oracle Supplier Network.

Note: No specific setup step is required in Oracle Purchasing for 
generating and transmitting purchasing XML documents. Note, 
however, that the XML documents are generated for each supplier and 
supplier site. Also, the generation and transmission of XML documents 
is based on:

• Supplier and supplier site setup in Oracle Purchasing.

• Corresponding trading partner setup for each supplier and 
supplier site in the Oracle XML Gateway.

If the buyer uses a multiple organizations installation of Oracle 
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Applications, then you must perform the corresponding setup in Oracle
XML Gateway for each supplier and supplier site in different 
organizations. For information about setting up suppliers and supplier 
sites in Oracle Purchasing, see the Oracle Purchasing Users Guide.

Set Up Oracle XML Gateway
The setup by the buyer for Oracle XML Gateway includes entering data in the Hub 
Definitions window and the Trading Partner Setup window. 

Log in to Oracle Applications R12 and choose the XML Gateway responsibility. From 
the XML Gateway menu, choose Setup and choose Define Hubs. 

Note: If you use multiple organization setup in Oracle Applications, 
you should define the XML Gateway responsibility chosen for the login
for the same organization for which the applicable supplier site is 
defined.

Set Up Hub
A hub is an integration point and routes documents to and from trading partners. 
Oracle Supplier Network is an example of a hub. In the Hub Definitions window, you 
define the hub and the authorized users who are conducting business through the hub. 
The hub users that you enter in this window appear in the Trading Partner Setup 
window. 

You must create a hub definition for each environment of the Oracle Supplier Network, 
specifically Oracle Supplier Network Test hub and Oracle Supplier Network Production
hub. If you have test and production instances of Oracle Applications R12, you can 
define Oracle Supplier Network Test URL in the test instance and Oracle Supplier 
Network Production URL in the production instance. In this scenario, do all of your 
XML testing in the test instance of Oracle Procurement and route transactions to Oracle 
Supplier Network's Test hub. Your production XML transactions should flow from 
Oracle Procurement Production to Oracle Supplier Network's Production hub.

In the Hub Definitions window, enter and save the following data that relates to the 
Oracle Supplier Network's Test Hub instance:

• Name: A hub name for the Setup instance, such as Oracle SN Test. 

• Protocol Type: The communication protocol associated with the hub being defined.
Choose HTTPS-OXTA from the list. 

• Protocol Address: The complete URL (including service or servlet) where the 
Transport Agent attempts to post the XML document to the Oracle Supplier 
Network Setup site. This URL information is available on the Resources tab at the 
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Oracle Supplier Network site.

In the Hub Users region of the Hub Definitions window, enter information pertaining 
to your Oracle Supplier Network account. You may use any active user who belongs to 
your company's Oracle Supplier Network registration:

• Username: Oracle Supplier Network user name.

• Password: Oracle Supplier Network password.

• Hub Entity Code: An identifier to gain credentials on the Oracle Supplier Network. 
It must be set to your account's primary identifier that you have set on the Oracle 
Supplier Network. It is recommend that you use your DUNS number as the 
primary identifier and Hub Entity Code. When XML transactions are delivered, the 
Hub Entity Code appears in the XML envelope information to identify the source of
the message.

For setting up the Oracle Supplier Network Production hub definition, follow the 
preceding steps. You can choose to create this hub definition only in your Applications 
R12 production instance. All entries are the same as your test instance, with the 
exceptions of Name and Protocol Address. The Protocol Address is the complete URL 
for posting to the Oracle SN Production Hub instance. This information is available on 
the Resources tab at the Oracle Supplier Network site. 

Note: Hub definition should be a one-time setup. If you change your 
user name, password, or identifier on the Oracle Supplier Network, 
you must change the hub definitions accordingly. 

Set Up Trading Partner
From the XML Gateway menu, choose Setup > Define Trading Partners. The Trading 
Partner Setup window lets you enable messages for the trading partner (the supplier). 
This window lets you enable a message for processing through the Oracle XML 
Gateway engine. In Oracle XML Gateway, the term trading partner refers to a supplier 
at a particular site (address) with which you exchange messages. Since a given supplier 
may have several sites, you must define one trading partner setup in this window for 
each supplier site. During message processing by Oracle XML Gateway, trading partner
setup data: 

• Link a particular address location in Oracle Applications to the trading partner 
(supplier) definition in Oracle XML Gateway.

• Provide a means of telling the execution engine which trading partner message map
to use.

• Enable specific transactions for the trading partner (supplier).
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• Determine how to deliver the message.

Multiple Organizations Consideration
Trading partner setup in Oracle XML Gateway is organization-dependent. This means 
that the list of supplier sites is limited to those defined for the organization linked to the
login responsibility. The setup in this window includes identification of the supplier 
site, the messages enabled for that site, and the delivery mechanism.

On the Trading Partner Setup window, set up your trading partner:

• Trading Partner Type: Defines the type of trading partner, such as Supplier, 
Customer, Bank, or internal location. Choose Supplier from the list. When you 
choose the Supplier, the supplier names and supplier sites appear in the Trading 
Partner Name and Trading Partner Site lists.

• Trading Partner Name: Choose the appropriate supplier name from the list.

• Trading Partner Site: Choose the applicable supplier site from the list. The list 
displays only those supplier sites that are associated with the organization of the 
login responsibility.

• Company Admin Email: Specifies the e-mail address of the supplier administration
contact to receive e-mail messages regarding warnings and errors. Oracle XML 
Gateway may initiate these notifications. Enter the e-mail address of the supplier 
company's Oracle Supplier Network Administrator.

Set Up Purchase Orders or Releases
In the Trading Partner Details region, enter the information for the new purchase order 
document accordingly: 

• Transaction Type: The standard product short code for the base Oracle 
Application. You define these values on the Define Transactions window in Oracle 
XML Gateway (during Oracle XML Gateway implementation). Only Oracle XML 
Gateway uses these values. This field displays a list for a combination of the 
Transaction Type and Transaction Sub Type. Choose the PO outbound message 
transaction type PO-PRO-OAG-PO-PROCESS-OUT.

• Transaction Sub Type: A code for a particular transaction that is the default value 
based on the Transaction Type. The last letter identifies the direction of the 
transaction: I for inbound and O for outbound. 

• Standard Code: The default value based on the Transaction Type. It is the code that 
was set up in the Define XML Standards window during Oracle XML Gateway 
implementation.

• External Transaction Type: The default value based on the Transaction Type. It is 
the primary external identifier for the XML message. You defined these values on 
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the Define Transactions window during Oracle XML Gateway implementation. You
can find these values in the Oracle XML Gateway envelope.

• External Transaction Sub Type: The default value based on the Transaction Type. 
It is the secondary external identifier for the XML message. You defined this value 
on the Define Transactions window during Oracle XML Gateway implementation. 
You can find these values in the Oracle XML Gateway envelope.

• Direction: The default value based on the Transaction Type. This code identifies 
direction of the transaction. The value IN identifies an inbound message. The value 
OUT identifies an outbound message.

• Map: Cchoose map: itg_process_po_007_out.

• Connection/Hub: Specifies the message communication method. From the list, 
choose the Oracle Supplier Network name that you previously specified in the Hub 
Definitions window. If you are testing transactions, choose the Oracle Supplier 
Network Test name. If this is for your production instance or you are ready to go 
into production with this trading partner, you should choose the Oracle Supplier 
Network Production hub name

• Protocol Type: Automatically populated when you choose the Oracle Supplier 
Network Name. This value comes directly from the Hub Definitions window.

• Username: Choose a user name from the list, which displays the user name that 
you specified in Hub Definition. It is the same as your account's user name on 
Oracle Supplier Network. 

• Password and Protocol Address: Automatically populated when you chose a user 
name in the previous step. The values for these fields were previously entered in 
the Hub Definitions window.

• Source Trading Partner Location Code: Automatically populated when you chose 
a user name in the previous step. This is the code found in the PARTY_SITE_ID 
field of the XML Gateway envelope. This code identifies the source of the message 
(the sending organization).

• Destination Trading Partner Location Code: The code for the ultimate recipient of 
the XML message and is found in the ATTRIBUTE3 field of the XML Gateway 
envelope. The Oracle Supplier Network needs this code to route the message to the 
appropriate trading partner. The value must match the Trading Partner Alias value 
in Oracle Supplier Network that you set for this trading partner.

• Document Confirmation: The indicator for the confirmation level that the supplier 
would like to send. You should accept the field default value of 0 (zero).

• Routing: The address to route the outbound message to another trading partner 
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when using the Static Routing method. The Routing field should remain empty. 

Note: Repeat the setup in the Trading Partner Setup window in 
Oracle XML Gateway for each supplier and supplier site for which 
the buyer generates and transmits XML documents.

Set Up Change Orders
Enter information for the Change PO document in a new line of the Trading Partner 
Details region. Enter all information the same as a new purchase order in the preceding 
section, except for: 

• Transaction Type: Choose the PO Change transaction type 
PO-POCO-OAG-PO-Change-Out.

• Map: Choose itg_change_po_006_out.

Test and Production Transactions Process
For each trading partner, it is recommended that you send a series of test transactions 
through Oracle Supplier Network Test Hub to ensure that your trading partner is 
receiving and processing the message successfully. When you are ready to move to 
production with each trading partner, you should verify that your Applications R12 
production instance has defined the trading partner (as the preceding section describes) 
and the Connection Hub is set to the Oracle Supplier Network Production name. This 
routes the messages to the Oracle Supplier Network Production Hub instance. 

To send any PO or Change PO XML transactions, verify that the necessary Workflow 
processes are running. For more information refer to the Oracle XML Gateway User's 
Guide. 
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2
Inbound XML Messaging

About Inbound XML Messaging
This chapter describes the process that sends XML documents from the supplier's 
system to the buyer's Oracle Applications system through the Oracle Supplier Network.

The major components are:

• The supplier's system generates a PO Acknowledgement, an Advance Ship Notice 
(ASN), an Invoice, or a Change Sales Order XML message in a supported format of 
the Oracle Supplier Network. The supplier posts the message using their chosen 
protocol to the Oracle Supplier Network.

• Oracle Supplier Network, the hub that receives the XML documents from the 
supplier's system, performs appropriate data transformations, and sends the XML 
documents to the buyer's Oracle Applications R12 system using the Oracle 
Transport Agent (OTA).

• The Oracle Applications R12 system receives the transaction. Then, the Oracle XML 
Gateway records the transaction, and it is processed into the appropriate 
application. For example, the Oracle Purchasing Receiving Open Interface processes
an inbound ASN to finalize the transaction.

Important: For limitations regarding inbound ASNs and invoices, refer 
to the Oracle Purchasing User's Guide, the Oracle Purchasing R12 
Transaction Delivery Guide, and the Oracle Payables User Guide.

When a supplier creates an XML message in its system, it can POST the message to the 
Oracle Supplier Network. The documents that a supplier creates and that the Oracle 
Supplier Network supports are: 

• Purchase Order Acknowledgement
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• Change Sales Order

• Advance Ship Notice

• Invoice

Process Overview
As it applies to inbound XML messaging, the following Process Overview describes:

• Supplier Activities, page 2-2

• Oracle Supplier Network Processing, page 2-2

• Oracle Transport Agent and Workflow APIs, page 2-3

• Oracle XML Gateway, page 2-3

Following the Process Overview are the implementation steps for inbound XML 
messaging with Oracle Supplier Network.

Supplier Activities
When a supplier creates an XML message in its system, it can POST the message to the 
Oracle Supplier Network. The documents that a supplier creates and that the Oracle 
Supplier Network supports are: 

• Purchase Order Acknowledgement

• Advance Ship Notice

• Invoice

• Change Sales Order

The supplier is responsible for the necessary setups in its system to ensure that the 
appropriate information appears in the XML message structure to comply with Oracle 
Supplier Network. For more information, see the Oracle Supplier Network XML Solutions 
Guide.

Oracle Supplier Network Processing
The Oracle Supplier Network determines the appropriate destination (the Oracle 
Applications R12 buyer) based on the information and envelope of the message. The 
Oracle Supplier Network performs any required transformations to the message and 
then uses Oracle Transport Agent (OTA) to send the message through HTTPS to the 
buyer's Oracle Applications R12 system.
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Oracle Transport Agent and Workflow APIs (Buyer Company)
The Oracle Transport Agent on the buyer's system obtains the XML document from the 
inbound queue. The full XML message waits in this inbound queue until a listener in 
the Workflow Business Event System detects it. The Workflow Business Event System 
controls the movement of data through the inbound process. When the listener detects 
the XML message in the inbound queue, it initiates Oracle XML Gateway to continue 
the process. The Workflow Listener process must be running.

Oracle XML Gateway (Buyer Company)
Oracle XML Gateway is the product that receives the XML document. Oracle XML 
Gateway:

• Calls the XML parser to validate the XML document (message) to see that required 
fields are present and in the correct order.

• Performs data mapping (if any) that is set up in Oracle XML Gateway, calls PL/SQL 
procedures to further validate the document (for example, to derive correct 
document internal identifier fields, such as PO_HEADER_ID, used for storing the 
information in the Receiving Open Interface).

• Inserts the data into the appropriate Oracle Applications Receiving or Payables 
Open Interface.

If the initial validation finds errors in the XML document, the system rejects the 
transaction and sends an e-mail notification to the supplier, to the e-mail address 
defined for the supplier in the Trading Partner Setup window. Refer to the appropriate 
Oracle Application guides for more information on this validation.

After initial validation, the buying company must process the ASN or invoice through 
the appropriate transaction processor to do final validation and insert the appropriate 
record into the receiving or payables tables. 

Implementation Steps
The following topics describe the setups required to receive inbound XML messages 
from the Oracle Supplier Network. 

• Oracle XML Gateway, page 2-4

• Set Up Trading Partner, page 2-4

• Set Up Purchase Order Acknowledgement, page 2-6

• Set Up Advance Ship Notices, page 2-5
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• Set Up Invoices, page 2-6

• Set Up Change Sales Orders, page 2-6

Note: No specific setup step is required in Oracle Purchasing or Oracle 
Payables for receiving XML documents. Note, however, that the XML 
documents are received and processed at the supplier site level. Thus, 
the supplier and supplier site must be setup in Oracle R12 and selected 
in Oracle XML Gateway. 

If the buyer uses a multiple organization installation of Oracle 
Applications, then you must perform the corresponding setup in Oracle
XML Gateway for each supplier and supplier site in different 
organizations. For information about setting up suppliers and supplier 
sites in Oracle Purchasing, see the Oracle Purchasing Users Guide. 

Set Up Oracle XML Gateway
The setup by the buyer for Oracle XML Gateway includes entering data in the Hub 
Definitions window and the Trading Partner Setup window. Log in to Oracle 
Applications and choose the XML Gateway responsibility. From the XML Gateway 
menu, choose Setup > Define Hubs. 

Note: If you use a multiple organization setup in Oracle Applications, 
you should define the XML Gateway responsibility chosen for the login
for the same organization for which you have defined the applicable 
supplier site (the site to which to transmit the XML documents).

Set Up Trading Partner
From the XML Gateway menu, choose Setup > Define Trading Partners. In the Trading 
Partner Setup window, you can enable messages for the trading partner (the supplier). 
This window enables a message to be processed through the Oracle XML Gateway 
engine. In Oracle XML Gateway, the term trading partner refers to a supplier at a 
particular site (address) with which you exchange messages. Because a given supplier 
may have several sites, you must define one trading partner setup in this window for 
each supplier site. During message processing by Oracle XML Gateway, trading partner
setup data:

• Link a particular address location in Oracle Applications to the trading partner 
(supplier) definition in Oracle XML Gateway.

• Provide a means of telling the execution engine which trading partner message map
to use.
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• Enable specific transactions for the trading partner (supplier).

• Determine how to deliver the message.

Multiple Organizations Consideration
Trading partner setup in Oracle XML Gateway is organization-dependent. This means 
that the list of supplier sites is limited to those defined for the organization linked to the
login responsibility. The setup in this window includes identification of the supplier 
site, the messages enabled for that site, and the delivery mechanism.

If you have already setup a supplier and supplier site for XML messaging (for example, 
for outbound purchase orders), then you do not have to enter the header information. 
Instead, you should query the existing trading partner record and proceed to the 
following Details Information. 

• Trading Partner Type: Defines the type of trading partner, such as Supplier, 
Customer, Bank, or internal location. Choose Supplier from the list. After you 
choose Supplier, the supplier names and supplier sites appear in the Trading 
Partner Name and Trading Partner Site lists. 

• Trading Partner Name: Choose the appropriate supplier name from the list. 

• Trading Partner Site: Choose the applicable supplier site from the list. The list 
displays only those supplier sites that are associated with the organization of the 
login responsibility.

• Company Admin Email: Enter the e-mail address of the supplier company's Oracle 
Supplier Network Administrator. The supplier's administration contact receives e–
mail messages regarding warnings and errors. XML Gateway may initiate these 
notifications.

Set Up Advance Ship Notices
In the Trading Partner Details region, enter the information for the ASN document: 

• Transaction Type: The standard product short code for the base Oracle 
Application. You specify these values in the Define Transactions window in Oracle 
XML Gateway during Oracle XML Gateway implementation. This field displays a 
list for a combination of the and Transaction Sub Type. Choose the ASN 
POS_ASN-POS_ASN-OAG-POS_ASN-POS_ASN-IN.

• Map: Choose from the list the name of the map created using Oracle XML Gateway 
Message Designer. Choose POS_ASN from the list. (Although you can customize 
this map, Oracle Supplier Network does not support customization.)

• Source Trading Partner Location Code: This is a user-defined field. This value 
must match the Trading Partner Alias value in Oracle Supplier Network that you 
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set for this trading partner.

• Document Confirmation: You should accept the field default value of 0 (zero).

• Routing: The Routing field should remain empty. 

Note: Repeat the setup in the Trading Partners Setup window in 
Oracle XML Gateway for each supplier and supplier site for which 
the buyer generates and transmits the XML documents. 

Set Up Purchase Order Acknowledgement
All information that you enter is the same as Advance Ship Notice in the preceding 
section:

• Transaction Type: Choose the transaction type 
PO-ACKPO-OAG-PO-ACKNOWLEDGE-IN from the list.

• Map: Choose CLN_POACKPO_OAG72_IN.

Set Up Invoices
Enter information for the invoice document in a new line of the Trading Partner Details 
region. All information that you enter is the same as Advance Ship Notice in the 
preceding section, except:

• Transaction Type: Choose the transaction type AP-INI-OAG-Invoice-Process-In 
from the list 

• Choose 171_process_invoice_002.

Set Up Change Sales Orders
Enter information for the Change Sales Order document in a new line of the Trading 
Partner Details region. All information that you enter is the same as the other inbound 
transactions defined above, except: 

• Transaction Type: Choose the transaction type 
CLN-CHANGESO-OAG-SALESORDER-CHANGE-IN from the list. 

• Map: Choose CLN_CHANGE_SALESORDER_OAG72_IN.
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